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Introduction

The editor is preparing a thorough book-length study onrrThe Knight's Tour
and Related Questionst' and would appreciate receiving any referencesieaders
can provide, particularly to work done in the last 25 years. And original work, of
courser is even more welcome. This Special Issue of Chessics is in the nature of
a report on progress made so far in my researches onJfrilistory of the subject,
together with an assortment of original results.
We begin with a few figured tours - a term used by T.R.Dawson for tours
which, when numbered show some particular numbers in formation.
The squares-in-a-row problem does not seem to have been tried on the 6x6
board before. A shows the only solution with the squares in order of magnitude.

The squares are usually shown forming a circuit of
Knight moves; in B however they form a Wazir circuit (actually a square), and in C a Giraffe circuit.
(P.C.Taylor did some examples with the squares in
gDen Giraffe paths in PFCS, April 1989, which inspired this one.) Finally in D I show the four cubes in
the four corners. This could probably be improved by
including some other numbers in formation - anv
suggestions?
B

A

D

C
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Origin of the Knightrs Tour
The nine tours diagrammed are all the full-board Knight tours that I know
of that have survived from before 1?50. The first seven are extracted from
A Histor.v of C4ess by H.J.R.Murray (ppb4, 6b BBb, 386, 5g9). e anJg occur in a
manuscript scribed in 1140, consisting of extracts from the, now otherwise lost,
earliest literature devoted specifically to chess, which was written by the leading players of Shatranj, principally al Adli (fi.840) and as Suti (c.aeo-gao), rne
upper half of C wasgiyen by the Kashmirian poet Rudrata (f1.900). Murray, p335,
quotes C, reflected left-for-right, from a MS translated
"from a modern persian
(? In-dian) original'r (p182)1 but he does not seem to have noticed
its identity with
the Rudrata tour, which would presumably favour an Indian origin.
Tour D is the first problem in the chess section of the
"Klng's Library MS",
written in t'the last quarter of the 13th c.,'(pSSl). The path g6_gf
is the nearest
thing possible to a 4x4 tour. E and F occur in a Ms uy ai Hatim"(f1.l850). Tour F,
attributed to one Ali c.Mani, anticipates the much-quoted de Moivre tour (r) by'
several eenturies, in.endeavouring to tour the outer border first, and then the
central area. It also incorporates a 3x3 rtstart?. G, the first fully symmetric tour,
occurs in a work by Bhatta Nilakant-ha, which Murray dates somewhat vaguely
(p63) as'?written a'bout 1600 or 1?00n in Southern India.
Tours H, by R.de Montmort, and I, by A.de Moivre, are taken by most writers on Knightts tours as the start of the subiect, whereas they merely represent
a reawakening of scientific interest in it. The dates, 1?09, 7zzz, arl given uy
Kraitchik, but he omits to say where the tours were first published. Th'e first
mathematical paper on the subject, written by Leonhard Euler in 1?b9, marked
the beginning of a new era.

A. Arabian e.850
B. Arabian c.8S0

C. Rudrata e.900
D. English

e.1

ZT s

E. aI Hakim c.1350

F. Mani c.1 g b 0
G. Nilakant-ha

e.1

fI. de Ntontmort

1708

f. de Nloivre IT Zz
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Ala'addints Conundrum Resolved
The leading chessplayer at the court of the Moghul emperor Timur (13361405) was Ala'addin Tabrizi, otherwise known as AIi ash Shatranii (i.e. Ali the
chessplayer) and who (according to The Oxford Companion to Chess, entry for
"Timur'?) is the original of the Aladdin of children's stories. It is known that he
wrote a treatise on chess, and Mumay gives reasons to believe that this may survive in part in the form of an MS in the Royal Asiatic Society Library.'
In this MS, according to Falkenerrs translation, Alataddin writes: "Finally,
I will show you how to move a knight from any individual square on the board' so
that it may cover each of the remaining squares in as many movesi andr finally
rest on that square whence it started. I will also show you how the same thing
may be done by limiting yourself only to one half , or even one quarter of the
board." Unfortunately the page with the solution is missing.
Murray, in a footnote on p335, comments that a tour on a quarter board
is an impossibility. So was Ala'addin's promise mere vainglorious boasting? It
occurred to me that by a quarter of the board the author might perhaps have
meant a division of the board into four equal parts of some other shape than
the usual 4x4 form. This thought led me to discover the closed quarterboard
tour shown, in quadruplicate, in diagram A. Moreover, this quarterboard is the
only one that has a closed tour, and it can.ElX be toured in the one way! Did
t-n" uutnot of the MS know of this result? We may never know for sure.

A few weeks after finding this result I eame across the same diagram in
H.E.Dudeneyrs Amusements in Mathematics, LgL7, p229, and more recently I
have read of a
Metz 1882, in which all possible sets of four 16-move circuits in 90o iotat:
ional :symmetry are listed! This list therefore presumably also contains the
result shown in diagramA. The de Hijo book is listed in the British Library catalogue, but has a frDn prefix, indicating their copy was destroyed in the war.
By deleting one move from each quarter tour and relinking we can form
five different closed tours of the whole board. The three symmetric forms are
shown in diagrams B, C and D. In the two asymmetric forms the linkage polygon
runs b?-a4-b3-c1-d3-e5-f? and then either f7-d8-b7 or f7-d6-b7.
As an offshoot from the above question others arise: How many ways are
there of dividing the board into four equal parts in 90o- symmetry ? 618 is my
count. How many ways are there of covering the board with four equal circuits
in 90o- symmetry? 140 according to de Hijo (as quoted by E.Lucas, p239 of
L'Arithmdtique Amusante, 189b).
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Symmetry and Counting of Tours
A square pattern e;n ue viewed on the page in eight orientations, e.g.:

trtrtrtrtrtrtrtr

A symmetrie pattern is one which looks the same in at least two different
orientations. The various types of symmetry possible are exemplified by:

tr N iit:",., QWi:frii:*, N m iliT"",,, U El $L?i:,,"

Derfect
square
svm metrv

Let us consider the symmetries possible in Knightts tours of rectangular
boards. There is only room to sketch the proofs of the theorems briefly.
O = odd, E = even, N = any. Thus boards are either OxO, OxE or ExE.
(1) An axisymmetric open tour is impossible. A Knight's move cannot be its own
reflection in the axis, so the middle point of the tour, on the axis, would be at
the centre of a square. The tour eannot meet the axis at any other square centre,
since it would be closed or visit a square twice. No 1xn tour is possible.
(2) A centrosymmetric open tourrequires an OxN board. The middle point of the
tour must be at the centre point of the board, and it can be either the end or the
midpoint of a Knightrs move, i.e. the centre of a square or the midpoint of the
edge of a square. The centre of an ExE board is the corner of a square.
(3) A doubly symmetric open tour is impossible. It would have four end-points!
(4) A closed tour requires an ExN board. Since it covers an even number of cells.
(S)
s a ZOxO UoarC. It consists of two paths
a-b, b-a, each reflecting the other, b the reflection of a. There can be no square
on the axis. Therefore a,b are of opposite colour, and the half-tours are of an odd
number of moves, and so the whole tour covers twice an odd number of squares.
The tour cannot consist of two axisymmetric open paths with common endpoints
since this would require just two squares on the axis. No 2xn tours are possible.
(6) A doubly axisymmetric tour is i*posggle. By two apptications of (b).
(Z)
zbxZO Uoar<f. It consists of four
equal paths a-b,b-c,e-d,d-a. The board must be square (for the g0o rotations) and
ExE (for closure). Cells a, b are therefore of opposite colour, and each quarter
is an odd number of moves, the whole tour therefore covers 4O squares.
(s)

It

_

must consist of two paths a-b, b-a, either (a) each itself centrosymmetric, in
which case the board is ExO and they cross at the centre, or (b) each is a 180o
rotation of the other, in which case the board is either 2OxO (if a,b are opposite
in colour) or ExE (if a,b are the same colour). The condition 4NxO allows only (a).

In counting tours some confusion occurs due to writers not being always
clear whether they are counting geometrically distinct tours, directed tours or
oriented tours. A directed tour can be represented by inserting an arrowhead on
the supposed final square visited by the Knight. An oriented tour can be regarded
as a diagram with one of its edges marked ?rtoptr or ?tNorthrt. It is best to count
tours as geometrical objects, since this gives the smallest total, and the numbers
of directed or oriented tours can then be calculated if required by taking into
account symmetry or asymmetry. For example, from the 3 tours on the 3x4 we
derive 4 directed tours (gne from each symmetric, two from the asymmetric) and
8 oriented tours (two from each symmetric, four from the asymmetric). These
figures wonld be doubled if we counted the 4x3 orientations of the rectangle as well
(i.e. those with the long sicle verticat) but this is not the usrtal convention.
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Small Boards
Charles Tomlinson, Amusements in Chess r 1845, writes: "In order to trace
this power of the knight step oy ste[, an anonymous writer, abgut twenty years
agor gave represent_ations of imaginary chess-boards, rectangular, but containing
a smaller number of squares than a real board; and he was able to demonstrate,
that if the board contained 12, Z0, Z!, Z4r ZSr Z8r J}r Z2r 3b, 36, 40, 42, 4gr 4g, or
56 squares, the knight could be carried over the whole of them, without going
twice on the same square.'t I have not so far traced the souree to which ie rJfers.
To this list should be added boards of 27r 33, 39, 44r 45r 50, b1, szr slr 5b, 60, 63,
squares to complete the catalogue of tourable rectangle sizes.
Subsequent writers have addressed the problem of enumerating all possible
tours on the various sized boards, this being a step towards solving the 8x8 case,
but also of interest in itself. M.Kraitchik, Le Problbme du Cavalier, IgZ7, gives

aquitethoroughSurveyofsmall-boaroto@dinmuch
Unfortunate1ymanyofhisfigminaccura1eThefol1ow-

less detail in his better known Mathematical Recreations, 1g42 (reprinted lgbB).

ing is a summary of results for 3xn boards that I have found or verified.

3>rn

Tours

The smallest rectangle that can be toured by the Knight is the 3x4. The
three possible tours on this board were apparently given by Euler in 1?bg.

.)ffilwl ffi

Tours are not possible on the 3xb or 3x6 boards. On the 3x? however there
are 14 tours, 2 of them symmetric; and thus 2x2 + !2x4 = 52 oriented tours. On
the 3x8 there are 104 tours, 10 symmetric; thus L0x2 + 94x4= 396 oriented tours.
On the 3x9 (figures not yet checked) I find 1Bg tours, 12 symmetric; thus giving
L2x2 + L27x4 = 532 oriented tours.
Continuing with open tours: On the 3x11 I find 58 symmetric tours. On the
3x13 there are over 100 symmetric tours (enumeration not completed). On boards
of odd size, n)13, symmetric tours can easily be constructed by combining tours
on smaller boards (e.9. 3x15 = 3x4 + 3x7 + 3x4).
The smallest boards on which the Knight can make closed tours are of 30
squares,3x10 or 5x6. On the 3x10 there are 6 closed tours, 2 centro-symmetrie,
2 axi-symmetric and 2 asymmetric. On the 3x12 there are 46 closed tours, none
of them symmetric. (The impossibility of a symmetric closed tour on the 3x12 can
easily be proved with the help of theorem (8) on the previous page.) On the 3x14
there are 24 symmetric closed tours, 12 axi-and 12 centro-. (Are there always the
same number of axi- and centro- tours on boards with n=4k+2 ?). On the 3x16 there
are also 24 symmetric closed tours (all centro- of course).
Any closed 3x2k tour can be extended by four columns in the following way:
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Knightrs Tour as Conjuring Trick

one can easily'rdemonstrate'? the Knight's tour just by memorising one
example. william Mason, Good companion Folders, rgL7, pp20?-8, describes a
mnemonic for this purpose: 'ra stunt I used to do over fifty years ago". The ranks
1 to 8 are named: un, oo, ee, or, iv, ix, en, et, and the files MrLrKrHrGrF,D,B,
(not a very memorable sequence). This provides monosyllabic names for the 64
squares' which can then be memorised,in the order of a tour, as a pieee of nonsensical doggerel. The tour he memorised begins: Len Het Fen Bet Dix Bor Doo
Gun (i.e. b7'd8'f7'h8,96,h4rg2,e1). Personally I find it easier to remember a tour
visually, particularly if it is constructed on some clear pattern.
By memorising a closed tour one can perform the improved trick of commencing the tour on any square chosen by the spectators. This is the form in which
the trick used to be presented by de Kempelen's Automaton. The operator inside
the cabinet had merely to follow a chart.
My contribution to this art is exemplified by the tour in diagram A. This
enables one, by memorising the single tour, to perform the much improved trick
of allowing the spectators to place a White and Black Knight on the board, at a
Knight's move apart, and undertaking to capture the Black Knight with the Wfrite
(?'Not a difficult task" will be the cry!) but first visiting atl the other vacant cells
of the board. This can be done provided the memorised tour has Knightrs moves
in all the 21 possible geometrically different positions relative to the edges of
the board. In example A the 21 moves marked by heavy lines serve this purpose,
and they are all handily in the same direction. It may be possible to find a more
memorable arrangement of the 2L moves, but unfortunately the regular arrangements sueh as in a 3x7 rectangle or a 1+2+3+4+5+6 triangle do not admit a tour.
Also it is not possible to form any symmetric tour with the property.
A

B

Table of numbers of relative positionJ of
endpoints in open Knightls tours. If the ends
are (r,s) apart there are (g-rx s-s)/2 if 0(r
and 2 (s, otherwise there are 1B-2s.
(L,+)
(2,7)
(o,r) r
(+,2) z
(r,e)
(3,4)
(o,s)
(s,o) g

a
t+
3
tz
r
10
(o,s),8 (2,3)ts (3,0),5
(o,F)
+

(z,s) g

(4,b)

6

(A,r) t

Total=11b.

To perform the full-blown trick of moving the Knight between any pair of
black and white squares chosen by the spectators by memorising tours is much
more difficult. It requires a knowledge of 115 tours (in addition to the one for the
21 cases mentioned above)! This total of 115 was correctly given by H.Meyer in
The Leisure Hour, t873, pp813-815. If the ends of the tour are an (r,s) leap apart
then there are (8-rX8-s)/2 cases when 0(r and 2(s, and when they are a (0,s) leap
apart the number of cases is 18 - 2s. Adding up these figures for all the 15 types
of leap gives the total 115. (See the table B).
Much of the work done on Knightts tours has been to find some systematic
method of constructing tours to order between any specified cells. The work of
CoIIini 7773, Ciccolini 1836, Roget 1840, and others, is based on the method of
joining up small circuits. A reeent and piactidal-account was given by R.C.Read
in Eureka, 1959; this was kindly brought to my notice by John Beasley.
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Lettered Tours
A lettered tour spelling out KNIGHT TOUR was given in Chessics 5, 1978,
and another was used to advertise the CHESSAYS. The idea of a lettered tour
that spells out some phrase appears to have been first used by T.R.Dawson in
Caissars Wild Roses, 1935. The two tours A and B below employ this idea in a

ffi...Ttour!ItdepictstheroutesoftwoBI-ackKnights

visiting their White cousins. Although the paths of the Knights may seem of
somewhat arbitrary shape, they are in fact the only such routes possible under
the alphabetical conditions. For instance, the Hs and Is in the two paths must
cross-connect. One of the attractions of these alphabetical tours is the ambiguity that some-times arises, that can send you off on the wrong track when
trying to trace the tour. For example, in A one starts b8-d7 but then has a
choice of two Ms at f8 or e5. Tour B is an attempt to maximise the number of
such ambiguities. It can be toured in 16 different ways, there being two choices
at each of the bold-printed letters I, K, M and O.
A.

cqtE Y A M ;< w
F Z\B L J X/K
BDN&L-NVL

UOWFSSYU
H)G T R X V R(Q

B.

N

oG-_A\KMJ OO

P-GMU
& C\R
SPHFX/UPS
D z/R a
Q(T)

TV

K\B
C M/Z
&KlBLYH-.NJ

E Y S W-T a

lettered

H.. .ZA,(.A..

G

.Z&t\ ... Q

Cr5Ptotours
The presentation of Knight's tours in the form of a series of letters, or
syllables or words, which when read in the order of the tour reveal a hidden
verse or message, goes back to mediaeval times. If the tour is known the
message can be read, and if the message is known the tour can be traced.
Each encodes the other". I call such schemesrrCrypto-toursf'. Diagram C
indicates a new way in which this idea may be developed. The message is a
very well-known verse, composed of L24letters, but by allowing the Knight
to visit the same squares more than once, including retracing his steps or going
twice over the same circuit of moves, the number of squares used is reduced
to 72,It is possible that with greater ingenuity the message could be squeezed
onto the 8x8 board, butthe path would have to become even more convoluted.
The route starts at e6 and ends at e5, and incorporates a complete circuit of
the central 3x3. The Xs mark unused squares.
C.

R

o

L

A
X

E
P

Y

o

N
N

V
N

A

F

E
E

o

M

M

&
T

S

S

R

o

R

A

H

H

I
&

X
X

E

E

L

N

IV

L
X

E

C
C

X
X

A

B

I\
D

T
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4:rn Tours

A general theory for 4xn boards was diseovered by C.Flve Sainte-Marie,
Bulletin de la soci5tdMathdmatique de France, 18?6 (pp144-1s0).
Sainte-Marie's method for 4xn boards divides the squares into four sets
depending on whether they are white (W) or black (B) squares, and whether they
are in the two outer (O) or inner (I) ranks. A knight move from an outer cell can
only reach an inner cell of opposite colour. Since there are the same number of
squares in each set, it follows that closed tours are impossible on 4xn boards. A
tour (possible when n)4) must start and end on outer squares. Furthermore, it
must consist of a series of 2n-1 WI-BO moves joined to a series of WO-BI moves
by a single WI-BI move. Symmetry is possible only when the WI-BI move can pass
through the centre-point of the board, i.e. when n is odd.
Kraitchik applied this method to give the following totals for numbers of
oriented tours:82 on 4x5r744 on 4x6,63?8 on 4x?,31088 on 4x8,189688 on 4x9,
12I3L72 on 4x10. I have checked the first two of these: there are 22 tours on the
4x5, 3 symmetric (thus 3x2 + 19x4 = 82) and 186 on the 4x6 (thus 186x4= 744).
On the 4x7 there are 17 symmetric tours, and on the 4x9 there are 112. Here is a
systematically constructed series of symmetric, border-circling, tours:

w

The following are some examples gf 448 tours, half the orttrodox board,
from before 1?50: A. Anonymous, The King's Library MS (Mumay p5S9); B.
Civis Bononiae, c1450 (Murray p67a) also given by Guarini 1530; C. Johannes
Chachi, 1511 (Murray p730); D. Horatio Gianutio della Mantia, Torino 1597, also
Euler L759 (Lucas, Rec. Math. Vol IV, 1894, p213). It is curious that these should
all be of the same type, as regards position of the middle move. The Civis Bononiae and Kingts Library examples are in fact almost identical - connect b2-d1 and
c4-e3 in B instead of b2-c4 and d1-e3.

A

B

C

D

The following diagrams illustrate a general method I have found to extend
any 4xn tour that has one of its short edges free of end-points or of mid-points
(i.e. the ends of the WI-BI move) to give a 4x(n+2) tour.

ffi ffi
W
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5xn Tours
We now come to the first tourable square board, the 5x5. There are 112
tours, all open of course, of which 8 are symmetric. since squares have eight
symmetries, as against four for rectangles, the total number of oriented tours
is 8x4 + 104x8 = 864. The earliest enumeration of this case I have so far come
across is that by c.Planck in chess ema!gg!, December 190s (pss). Both he
and Kraitchik give the total dmT, twlce--the above figure, so evidently in
this case they are counting tours that are both directed and oriented - i.L.
numbered tours. I give one example of each relative position of the end-points.
The number beneath each diagram is the number of tours of that type.

ffi ffi ffi
ffi ffi ffi
8t+

tt
t4

On the 5x6 there are, surprisinglv, only

3

closed tours, 2 of them symmetric.

we conclude with a few random examples on bx?, 5xg, bxg, bx10, bxl1.

Can a reader devise a general method
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for bxn tours?
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6xG Tours

I am in the process of making a complete enumeration of all 6x6 closed
tours. The number of such tours is not so great as one might supDose at first.
Mv method of studying them is to classify them by the angles formed at the
four centre squarei. There is a choice of 16 geometrically different ways of
passing through a central square. I letter them a to p, as follows. Case p cannot
occur in any tour, since it forms a 4-move circuit with the moves through the
far corner (f1 in diagram).
f
e

There are b doubly centrosymmetric closed tours on the 6x6. They were
first shown apparently bv Colonel tl.Papa, Scienz9 per Tutti' L5 /S /1920 (translated into Chress Amateur, August L922). The angles are 2 &s e' *, i, 1:

I
closed tours on the 6x6. They were
centrosymmetric
There are 1? singly
December t926, page 261
L'Echiquier,
first
in
all given by Maurice Kraitchik
(and in his 192.? book, Le Prgbleme du.gavalier)..Euler_gave example gn.
Note that there are three.f type cgJhey are given alphabetically by angle-code.

ffi]
ab

.
$l IWffi

Lb

W

ca

ca

q9

c5

ffi
cL

ffi Wffi W
I i'

5 'r-
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S5mthetic Tours

A s5mthetic tour is one that is completely determined by stricly following
a clearly formulated rule of construction. In Chessics 12, p8, -paths of:t'missiles"
were given, determined by the rules that each TiovtbE-made at as obtuse or as
aeute an angle to the preceding move as possible. Rule o, starting dg-f.z, gave a
51 move path. Rule A, starting b1-a3, gave a b0 move path. Another weli-known
rule is Warnsdorff's (rule W) that the knight be played to a square where it com_
mands the fewest cells not yet covered. Strictly applied this also falls short of
producing a complete tour. The best it gives is 1g moves, starting b3-c1. The 4
diagrams show complete tours produced by combining rule W wiih O or A. Thus
rule t'WO'f indicates that rule W is applied but if it breaks down on any move
then rule O is applied on that move instead. Rule?'W/O,' indicates thaf rule lV is
applied but if it breaks down then rule O is applied to the choice of moves that
?'WO?'at squ
w_asSelect_ed by rule
W. For example in
of c3 or c5' at each of
yhign the knight has 3 moves. Rule O is therefore applied
and selects b6 instead. In '?W/O?trule O is applied to the choice c3 and cb and so
the path goes to c5 in this case. The black dots indicate the points where rule W
breaks down and the supplementary rule is brought into action.
Readers may like to try out these rules starting from other than a1-b3. Or
you may have ideas for some other tour-producing rule; perhaps a bit easier to
apply than Warnsdorffts, which takes a lot of care to get right.

Rule WO

Rule

W

RuIe Wa

/O

Rule W/A

10x10 Tours

Euler composed a 10x10 doubly centrosymmetric tour, formed from four
5x5 parts (diagram A) in 1759 (according to L'Echiquier, April f gZS). Diagram B
is a doubly centrosymmetric, retaining as much of the outer border braid as
possiblerthat bears the date 10 Aug 1973 in my files. Diagram c shows that my
theorem about every 8x8 tour containing a right angle (Chessics 1) does not hold
true for the 10x10, or for anylarger board. It remains tme onTtrJexO however.

A

B

C
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Square-Symmetrie Pseudo-Tours

If we draw Knightts moves on a board diagram, ensuring that just two
moves meet at eaeh square, then the resulting patterns are not necessarily
tours, but may consist of two or more intermeshed circuits. I call these
patterns pseudetours. The trcrosspatch patternsrrshown in Chessics 20 are
examples of pseudo-tours. In a true knight's tour of tne exA noa@ifect
square symmetry (in which all 8 possible orientations of the square present
the same appearance) is not possible, but with pseudo-tours such symmetry
can be achieved. The following diagrams show all 30 possible pseudo-tours
of the 8x8 board that show perf ect square sym metry.

ffi

J^ld"

s\v YV {JYA
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ffi ffi
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